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Abstractions and critical-path heuristics are among the most
important families of admissible heuristics in classical planning. In this paper, we present a new family of heuristics, which we name hyperabstractions, given by the combination of the principal ideas underlying abstractions and
critical-path heuristics. Hyperabstractions approximate goal
distances through a mapping from states to sets of abstract
states. The abstract transition behavior forms a relation between abstract states and sets of abstract states, and is formally represented via the notion of hypergraphs. We show
that both abstractions and critical-path heuristics can naturally be expressed as members of this family. Moreover, we
devise a method to construct hyperabstractions, using either
a set of abstractions or a critical-path heuristic as a seed,
in a way that guarantees that the resulting distance estimations dominate those of the input heuristics, sometimes even
strictly. By finding suitable cost partitionings for hyperabstraction heuristics, this dominance result is preserved even
in comparison to the additive combination of the input heuristics. Our experiments indicate the potential of this new class
of heuristics, opening a wide range of future research topics.

interpretations of hyperabstractions, with particular properties. Each hyperabstraction comes with multiple interpretations, differing in size and quality of the distance estimates.
We show that every critical-path heuristic can be compiled
into a dominating hyperabstraction heuristic in polynomial
time. Moreover, for every set of abstraction heuristics, there
exist polynomially constructable hyperabstraction heuristics
dominating their combination via the maximum. Both results directly carry over to additive ensembles via the application of cost partitionings. While there exist polynomial
algorithms computing the optimal cost partitioning for sets
of abstractions (Katz and Domshlak 2008a), the complexity of optimal cost partitioning for critical-path heuristics is
not known. In this paper, we show that finding the optimal
cost-partitioning for critical-path heuristics is NP-hard. This
result generalizes directly to hyperabstraction heuristics.
The experiments confirm the potential improvements in
informativeness compared to abstraction and critical-path
heuristics. Nevertheless, better construction methods for hyperabstraction heuristics remain an important question. All
proofs are available in a TR (Steinmetz and Torralba 2019).

Introduction

Preliminaries

Heuristic search is a very popular method in classical planning. There is a huge body of research on how to automatically obtain good heuristic functions. Relating different families of heuristics is important to deepen the understanding of existing and to derive new heuristics. Helmert
and Domshlak (2009) studied the relation between abstraction (Edelkamp 2001; 2006; Helmert et al. 2014), criticalpath (Haslum and Geffner 2000), delete-relaxation and landmark heuristics (Bonet and Geffner 2001; Hoffmann, Porteous, and Sebastia 2004), showing that some of them are
closely connected. However, the exact connection between
general abstraction and critical-path heuristics is yet unclear.
We devise a new type of heuristics, hyperabstractions, that naturally generalizes abstraction and critical-path
heuristics. Hyperabstractions are functions that map states to
sets of abstract concepts. Heuristic values are computed as
distances between sets of concepts in hypergraphs, concrete

We introduce the planning formalisms, the heuristic functions considered in this paper, as well as hypergraphs.
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FDR Planning
A FDR planning task (Bäckström 1995) is a tuple Π =
hV, A, sI , Gi of variables V, each v ∈ V with finite domain
Dv ; actions A; a complete variable assignment sI , called the
initial state; and a partial variable assignment G, the goal.
Each action a ∈ A defines a precondition pre a and an effect eff a , both partial variable assignments to V, and a nonnegative cost ca ∈ R+
0 . A fact is a variable value pair hv, di
where v ∈ V and d ∈ Dv . We use conjunctions of facts
and partial variable assignments interchangeably. Both are
treated as sets of facts, using usual set operations for manipulation and comparison. Two conjunctions of facts C, C 0
are compatible, written C k C 0 , if C(v) = C 0 (v) for every
v ∈ V where both are defined.
We denote by S the set of all states of Π. An action a is
applicable in state s if pre a k s. A(s) gives the set of all

actions applicable in s. For a ∈ A(s), the result of applying
a in s, written sJaK, is given by the variable assignments in s,
overwritten by those in eff a . The state space of Π is given by
the labeled transition system ΘΠ = hS, T , L, sI , SG i where
the set of transitions contains hs, a, sJaKi ∈ T for every
s ∈ S and a ∈ A(s); transition labels L = A; and SG
gives all goal states, i. e., sG ∈ SG if G k sG . A plan for
s is a sequence of actions π = ha1 , . . . , an i that labels a
path from s to some sG ∈ SG . π is optimal if its summed-up
action cost is minimal among all plans for s.

Heuristics

thus how accurate the estimations are going to be, is controlled via the parameter C. Let C be any set of conjunctions
of facts. The regression of a conjunction C by an action a is
defined if C k eff a and (C \ eff a ) k pre a . If defined, the
regression is given by Regr(C, a) = (C\eff a )∪pre a . Otherwise, we write Regr(C, a) = ⊥. The critical-path heuristic
over C is defined as hC (s) = hC (s, G) where hC (s, C) =

0
C⊆s



min
(ca + hC (s, Regr(C, a))) C ∈ C
(1)
a∈A,Regr(C,a)6=⊥


 max hC (s, C 0 )
otherwise
0
0
C ∈C,C ⊆C

R+
0

A heuristic (function) is a function h : S 7→
∪ {∞} that
maps states to an approximation of the cost-to-go to reach
a goal state. The perfect heuristic h∗ assigns each state s
to the cost of an optimal plan for s, h∗ (s) = ∞ if no plan
for s exists. A heuristic h is admissible if h(s) ≤ h∗ (s) for
every s ∈ S. h is consistent if h(s) − h(t) ≤ c(a) for every
hs, a, ti ∈ T . h is goal-aware if h(sG ) = 0 for all sG ∈ SG .
Every goal-aware and consistent heuristic is admissible. A
heuristic h dominates another h0 , written h ≥ h0 , if h(s) ≥
h0 (s) for all s ∈ S. h strictly dominates h0 , written h > h0 ,
if h ≥ h0 , and h(s) > h0 (s) for at least one state s ∈ S.
In this paper, we will consider two families of admissible
heuristics: abstraction, and critical-path heuristics.
Abstractions Abstraction heuristics compute the goaldistance in an abstract state space, dropping the distinction
between some of the original states so to make the computation of h∗ feasible. Formally, an abstraction is a surjective
function α : S 7→ S α of states to abstract states. α implicitly introduces an equivalence relation between states, where
s ∼α t iff α(s) = α(t). For an abstract state sα ∈ S α , we
denote by [sα ] all states s ∈ S such that α(s) = sα .
The abstract state space of ΘΠ induced by α is given
α
by the labeled transition system Θα = hS α , T α , A, sα
I , SG i
α
α
where sI = α(sI ), SG = {α(sG ) | sG ∈ SG }, and T =
{hα(s), a, α(t)i | hs, a, ti ∈ T }. We denote by h∗Θα the
function assigning every abstract state sα in Θα to the minimal cost to reach any state in SGα from sα . The abstraction
heuristic associated with α is given by hα (s) := h∗Θα (α(s)).
Various techniques have been proposed to automatically
construct the abstraction function α. Different approaches
aim to be as accurate as possible while still practical to
compute, e. g., symbolic representations of Θα (Edelkamp
2002; Torralba et al. 2017), or designing α so to compute
h∗Θα without actually constructing Θα (Katz and Domshlak 2008b). In this paper, however, we consider only abstractions where the abstraction mapping α and its abstract
state space can be computed and stored in an explicit form.
Examples are pattern databases (PDBs) (Edelkamp 2001;
Haslum et al. 2007), merge-and-shrink (MS) (Helmert et al.
2014), and Cartesian abstractions (Seipp and Helmert 2018).

The most common method to choose C is enumerating all
conjunctions of size up to m, where m ∈ N+ is a parameter.
The resulting heuristic is denoted hm (Haslum and Geffner
2000; Haslum 2009). Recent works used the flexibility of
critical-path heuristics to refine the heuristic online, during
search, by incrementally adding conjunctions to C (Steinmetz and Hoffmann 2017; Fickert and Hoffmann 2017).
Cost Partitioning Multiple admissible heuristics can trivially be combined in a way that preserves admissibility by
taking the maximum. Summing up the individual estimations dominates the maximum, but is admissible only under
particular conditions. A popular method satisfying such condition by construction is cost partitioning (Katz and Domshlak 2008a). Cost partitioning does not only allow the admissible combination of multiple heuristics, but can be used also
to improve a single heuristic. A prominent example for the
latter is the LM-cut heuristic (Helmert and Domshlak 2009).
Formally, let c0 : A 7→ R+
0 be any cost function. We denote by hJc0 K the heuristic function h computed in the copy
of Π whose cost function is replaced by c0 . A cost partitioning is a tuple of cost functions c =Phc1 , . . . , cn i such that for
n
every action a ∈ A, it holds that i=1 ci (a) ≤ c(a). Using
cost partitionings, an ensemble of heuristics h1P
, . . . , hn can
n
be additively combined through h1,...,n JcK := i=1 hi Jci K.
h1,...,n JcK is admissible if all heuristics h1 , . . . , hn are admissible (Katz and Domshlak 2008a). A cost partitioning is
applied to a single heuristic h by setting hi = h for all i. We
denote the additive combination by hJcK in that case.
Clearly, the estimates of h1,...,n JcK depend crucially on
the distribution of the action costs over the individual heuristics. We say that a cost partitioning c = hc1 , . . . , cn i is
optimal for h1 , . . . , hn in a state s, if h1,...,n JcK(s) ≥
h1,...,n Jc0 K(s) for all other cost partitionings c0 of size n.
For a single heuristic h, the size of c is not fixed a priori.
Hence, in the definition of optimality for single heuristics,
the size restriction is dropped. For an ensemble of abstraction heuristics, an optimal cost partitioning can be found in
polynomial time (Katz and Domshlak 2008a). For criticalpath heuristics it was an open question whether it is possible
to compute an optimal cost partitioning in polynomial time.

Hypergraphs
Critical-Path Heuristics Critical-path heuristics estimate
goal distance by breaking reasoning down to atomic conjunctions. Which conjunctions are treated as atomic, and

A labeled weighted directed hypergraph (Gallo, Longo, and
Pallottino 1993) is given by a triple H = hN , E, L, wi consisting of a finite set of nodes N , a finite set of labels L,

each l ∈ L associated with a weight w(l) ∈ R+
0 , and a finite set of hyperedges E ⊆ 2N × L × 2N . A hyperedge e
is a tuple hTe , le , He i where Te is the tail of e, He is the
head e, and le is the label. e is called a backward (B) hyperedge if |He | ≤ 1. e is a strict B-hyperedge if |He | = 1. e
is a (strict) forward (F) hyperedge if |Te | ≤ 1 (|Te | = 1).
H is a (strict) B-hypergraph if it contains only (strict) Bhyperedges, and similarly, H is an (strict) F-hypergraph if
all its edges are (strict) F-hyperedges. Hypergraphs satisfying the B- and F-conditions at the same time are called
BF-hypergraphs. The symmetric image of H is given by the
b = hN
b , E,
b Li
b where N
b = N , Lb = L, and, for
hypergraph H
b
b is an
every e ∈ E, E contains eb = hHe , le , Te i. Note that H
F-hypergraph iff H is a B-hypergraph, and a B-hypergraph
iff H is an F-hypergraph.
For the rest of the paper, we will exclusively consider Band F-hypergraphs. Let H be a B-hypergraph, and N, N 0 ⊆
N be two subsets of nodes. The minimal distance, distance
for short, from N to N 0 in H is given by the point-wise
0
maximal function satisfying1 dB
H (N, N ) =

if N 0 ⊆ N
0
B
mine∈E,n0 ∈He (w(le ) + dH (N, Te )) if N 0 = {n0 } (2)

0
otherwise
maxn0 ∈N 0 dB
H (N, {n })
Note the similarities between Equations (1) and (2). Both
are indeed closely related. We will come back to this comparison when we later show how critical-path heuristics can
be phrased in terms of this hypergraph notation.
In F-hypergraphs the distance dF
H is defined symmetrically. Using the symmetric image operator, it holds that
0
B
0
dF
H (N, N ) = dH
b (N , N ). We will omit the F and B superscript if the type is clear, and omit the sub- and superscripts all together if also H is clear from the context. Gallo
et al. (1993) have shown a polynomial (in |H|) algorithm to
compute minimal distances in hypergraphs.

Hyperabstractions
In this section we introduce hyperabstractions and show
how admissible heuristics can be derived from this notion.
Consider any planning task Π = hV, A, sI , Gi, and let
ΘΠ = hS, T , A, sI , SG i be its associated state space.
Definition 1 (Hyperabstraction) A hyperabstraction is a
function ρ : S 7→ 2P mapping states to abstract concepts.
P is the set of abstract concepts associated with ρ.
Abstract concepts describe features of particular states.
Propositional formulae over facts are natural variants of such
features, but more complex structures such as for example
those underlying abstract states qualify as well. Similarly to
abstractions, for any p ∈ P, we denote by [p] the set of all
states s ∈ S such that p ∈ ρ(s). Note, however, that in contrast to abstract states, the same state may be represented by
multiple abstract concepts. We chose the term abstract concept instead of abstract state to make this difference explicit.
1

We assume that min(∅) = ∞ and max(∅) = 0.

Each state being possibly associated with multiple concepts, abstract transitions should no longer connect different concepts individually, but form a relation between sets
of them. In principle, hypergraphs provide the possibility to
define complex transition behavior between arbitrary sets
of concepts. However, the distance metric for such general hypergraphs gets difficult to define, or expensive to
compute (see e. g. Ausiello and Laura 2017), and are thus
not particularly suited for our purpose: heuristic computation. In the following, we thus consider specifically the
F- and B-hypergraph special cases. We propose two different interpretations of hyperabstractions accordingly. Let
H = hN , E, L, wi by a hypergraph with nodes N = P,
labels L = A, and weights w = c. We say that:
Definition 2 (F-interpretation) H is an F-interpretation
of ρ if H is an F-hypergraph, and for every transition
hs, a, ti ∈ T and for every ps ∈ ρ(s), H has a hyperedge
h{ps }, a, Pt i ∈ E such that Pt ⊆ ρ(t).
Definition 3 (B-interpretation) H is a B-interpretation of
ρ if H is a B-hypergraph, and for every transition
hs, a, ti ∈ T and for every pt ∈ ρ(t), H has a hyperedge
hPs , a, {pt }i ∈ E such that Ps ⊆ ρ(s).
To ensure that distances obtained from hyperabstractions
are admissible, all transitions in the original state space must
be preserved by the abstract transition relation of the interpretations. Both definitions, however, leave open the exact
choice of the sets Pt , respectively Ps , to do so for any particular transition. Defining the, unique, (F or B) interpretation
associated with a hyperabstraction raises certain complications, as we will see below. The restriction of hyperedges
to tails of size ≤1 (F-interpretation) and heads of size ≤1
(B-interpretation) leads to a very fundamental difference in
how ΘΠ ’s transitions are reflected in the hypergraphs. Given
an abstract concept p ∈ P and action a ∈ A, the hyperedges of F-interpretations enumerate consequences of the
application of a in the context of p, i. e., possible effects of
applying a in the states [p]. In contrast, the hyperedges of Binterpretations enumerate different conditions under which
the application of a makes true p, i. e., results in a state
in [p]. Phrased in common search terms, F-interpretations
provide information in terms of progression, whereas Binterpretations provide information on the regression.
Heuristic functions associated with a hyperabstraction ρ
are obtained directly from the distance metrics of the Fand B-interpretations of ρ. To make apparent the symmetric nature of F- and B-hyperabstraction heuristics, we define
both heuristics as functions hρ : (2S × 2S ) 7→ R+
0 ∪ {∞},
hρ (S, T ) yielding an approximation of the minimal cost of
all paths in ΘΠ between any state s ∈ S and any t ∈
T . Abusing the notation, we use the same heuristic symbol to denote hρ (s) := hρ ({s}, SG ). Let HF be any Finterpretation of ρ, and HB be any B-interpretation HB of
ρ. We define:

Definition 4 (F-hyperabstraction heuristic) The
FF
hyperabstraction heuristic associated
with
ρ
and
H
is
T
S
F
F
(
ρ(s),
ρ(t)).
given by hF
[H
](S,
T
)
=
d
F
ρ
s∈S
t∈T
H
Definition 5 (B-hyperabstraction heuristic) The
Bhyperabstraction heuristic associated
withTρ and HB is
S
B
B
given by hB
ρ [H ](S, T ) = dHB ( s∈S ρ(s), t∈T ρ(t)).
We omit the hypergraph parameter if it is clear from the
context, or unimportant for the discussion. The difference in
F- versus B-hypergraph distance function requires to swap
the set operators in the definitions. In the forward case, for
any two sets PS , PT ⊆ P, dF (PS , PT ) measures the maximal distance dF ({ps }, PT ) of any ps ∈ PS . Because of this
maximization, to guarantee that hF
ρ (S, T ) admissibly estimates of the distance from any s ∈ S to the states in T , PS
may only contain abstract concepts representing all states
in S. On the other hand, PT must contain every abstract
concept representing some state in T so that dF ({ps }, PT )
admissibly approximates the cost to reach from [ps ] any
state in T . Symmetrically, dB (PS , PT ) is the maximum over
dB (PS , {pt }) for all pt ∈ PT . To ensure the admissibility of
hB
ρ , PT may hence only contain abstract concepts that represent all states in T , while PS must contain every abstract
concept representing any state in S.
Moreover, observe that, for any fixed set PT ⊆ P,
dF ({p}, PT ) can be precomputed individually for every abstract concept p. Since the heuristic computations hF
ρ (s) will
generate dF (PS , PT ) calls, changing only the PS part, hF
ρ (s)
can be computed just based on lookups of the precomputed
distances. This optimization is not possible for hB
ρ , since the
distance estimate dB (PS , PT ) requires the consideration of
PS as a whole, which however varies from state to state.
Before going into formal claims, consider the following
example to get an intuitive understanding of the two hyperabstraction variants.
Example 1 (“Robot in a china shop”) Consider the following task. There are three variables: whether the robot
R has entered the shop (T ) or not (F ), and the state of two
vases V1 and V2 (clean C, held by the robot R, broken B).
The (unit-cost) actions are: enter changing R from F to T ,
pickup(Vi ) with precondition {Vi = C, R = T } and effect {Vi = R}, drop(Vi ) requiring that {Vi = R} and setting {Vi = B, R = F } in its effect, and smash(Vi , Vj )
with precondition {R = T, Vi = R, Vj = C} and effect {Vj = B}. The initial state is sI = {R = F, V1 =
C, V2 = C}. The goal is G = {R = T, V1 = B, V2 = B}.
An optimal plan for sI is given by the action sequence
henter, pickup(V1 ), smash(V1 , V2 ), drop(V1 ), enteri.
Let P be the set of all facts of Π. Consider the hyperabstraction ρ : S 7→ 2P that maps every state to the facts true
in it. Figure 1 depicts a F- and a B-interpretation of ρ, omitting edge labels and self-loops for the sake of readability.
Ignore the red part for this example.
Both interpretations are constructed by connecting for
every action the precondition and effect facts accordingly.
Consider drop(V1 ) along with its hyperedges (those marked
in blue). drop(V1 ) affects V1 and R. In HF , applying this

R=F ∧ (V1 =C ∨ V2 =C)

R=F ∧ (V1 =C ∨ V2 =C)

R=F

R=F

1

0

R=T

R=T

0

1

V1 =C

V2 =C

V1 =C

V2 =C

3

3

0

0

V1 =R

V2 =R

2

2

V1 =R

V2 =R

2

2

V1 =B

V2 =B

V1 =B

V2 =B

0

0
F

3

3

F-interpretation H

B-interpretation HB

Figure 1: F- and B-interpretations for the task in Example 1.
action in any state with R=T will change the value of R
to F . The hyperedge h{R=T }, drop(V1 ), {R=F }i represents every such transition. V1 =B could be added to the
head as well, which would strengthen the hyperedge, further
constraining the set of successor states, and thus possibly
increasing the distance estimates. Adding V1 =B is however
not required to satisfy Definition 2. Similarly, the hyperedge
h{V1 =R}, drop(V1 ), {R=F, V1 =B}i covers the application of drop(V1 ) in every state where V1 =R. The remaining abstract concepts either don’t represent any state where
drop(V1 ) is applicable, e. g., V1 =C, or remain invariant,
e. g., the V2 facts. In HB , every application of drop(V1 ) requires V1 =R. The action always makes true the facts R=F
and V1 =B, encoded by the two depicted hyperedges.
F
The resulting heuristic estimates are hF
ρ [H ](sI ) =
B
hB
ρ [H ](sI ) = 3. There is only a single goal state, so both
measure the distance from the set of facts PI := sI to
PG := G. Figure 1 annotates every p ∈ P with the disB
tances dF
HF ({p}, PG ) and dHB (PI , {p}). Consider the fact
p = hV1 , Ri. The heuristic values of both heuristics rely
B
on dF
HF ({p}, PG ) = dHB (PI , {p}) = 2. p’s only outgoF
ing hyperedge in H leads to R=F and V1 =B. The estimated distance for the former fact is 1, the latter is contained in PG . The maximum over both distances is 1, resultB
ing in dF
HF (p, PG ) = 2. In H , the only hyperedge leading
to p has R=T and V1 =C in its tail. The distance from PI
to the former is 1, the latter is 0. The maximum is again 1,
yielding dB
HB (PI , {p}) = 2. Notably, the F and B distance
functions account for different applications of enter: dF
HF
observes that enter must be executed after drop; dB
sees
HB
that enter must be executed prior to pickup.
As pointed out earlier, there might be different hypergraphs satisfying Definitions 2 or 3, differing in the design
of the transition relation. Since the hyperabstraction heuristics compute their estimations based on the chosen hyperedges, the quality of the heuristics is strongly affected by
those choices. Consider the red part of Figure 1, which introduces a new abstract concept p representing all states where
the robot has not entered the shop and at least one of the
vases is clear. Figure 1 shows two possible ways to repre-

sent the enter transitions leaving the states [p]: via the single
solid hyperedge, or via the two dashed ones. Choosing the
former, the information is lost that one of the vases was clear
beforehand. In this case, hF
ρ (sI ) stays 3. The latter also satisfies the F-interpretation definition: the application of enter
in any state s ∈ [p] changes the value of R to T . Moreover,
one of s(V1 )=C and s(V2 )=C must have been true beforehand, both variables are not affected by enter. For the latter
choice, we however obtain hF
ρ (sI ) = 4.
Of course, one would like to always choose the hypergraph yielding the most accurate estimations relative to the
abstract concepts at hand. Unfortunately this not is not feaB∗
sible in general. Let hF∗
ρ and hρ denote the “best” hyperabstraction heuristics one can obtain for ρ. This is, dropping
the distinction between F and B for the remainder of this
section, hX∗
ρ is defined such that, for every X-interpretation
H of ρ, it holds that hX∗
≥ hX
ρ
ρ [H], and there is an X∗
X
∗
interpretation H of ρ such that hX∗
ρ = hρ [H ]. Then
Theorem 1 (i) hX∗
ρ is well-defined, i. e., for every ρ there
exists an X-interpretation H∗ of ρ as defined in the text, and
(ii) given an X-interpretation H of ρ and state s, deciding
X∗
whether hX
ρ [H](s) = hρ (s) is NP-hard.
Proof (sketch). Consider the forward case. For (i), a desired F-interpretation H∗ can be constructed by creating for
every transition hs, a, ti and for every ps ∈ ρ(s), a hyperedge h{ps }, a, ρ(t)i. Regarding (ii), similar to the example
given above, hyperedges can be used to resolve disjunctive
conditions in atomic concepts. One can design Πn and ρn
such that such disjunctions are turned into transition nondeterminism, and thus exponentially many hyperedges must
be considered to obtain hX∗
ρ .
Despite this rather disappointing result, hyperabstraction
heuristics remain admissible regardless of the interpretation.
Moreover, we will see in the next sections that polynomially
constructable interpretations suffice to show dominance over
various existing heuristics from the literature.
Theorem 2 For every task Π, hyperabstraction ρ, and Xinterpretation H of ρ, hX
ρ [H] is consistent and goal-aware.

Proof (sketch). Follows from the requirements on the structure of the hyperedges E imposed by Definitions 2 and 3.

Relation to Existing Techniques
Both abstraction and critical-path heuristic can naturally
be written as hyperabstractions. The former boils down to
a special case of hyperabstractions where every state is
mapped to exactly one abstract concept. The latter can be
seen as a hyperabstraction that maps every state to the set of
atomic conjunctions true in that state.
This section goes beyond this simple observation, showing that critical-path heuristics can indeed be seen as one
particular interpretation of a hyperabstraction. Moreover, we
will establish the connection between abstractions and hyperabstractions, regarding hyperabstractions as a new way
to admissibly combine multiple abstractions.

In both comparisons, we will provide dominance results
for the non-additive case. Those results directly generalize
to the additive combination of abstraction and critical-path
heuristics through the use of appropriate cost partitionings.
This promotes the quest for computing optimal cost partitionings for hyperabstractions. We close the section with a
negative result, showing that finding optimal cost partitionings for hyperabstractions is NP-hard in general.

Critical-Path Heuristics
That critical-path heuristics are related to hypergraphs has
been observed before, e. g., (Haslum 2006). However, this
relation has so far not been spelled out formally and explicitly. We do this here using our notions of hyperabstractions.
More specifically, we show how to construct, from hC , a hyperabstraction ρC and B-interpretation HC of ρC such that
C
the equations underlying hC and hB
ρ [H ] turn into the same.
Let C be any set of atomic conjunctions. Consider the hyperabstraction ρC with abstract concepts P = C, mapping
every state to the atomic conjunctions satisfied in it. The hypergraph HC underlying hC ’s distance computation is constructed as follows. HC contains one node for every atomic
conjunction. For every conjunction C ∈ C and action a ∈ A,
HC contains a hyperedge eC,a iff Regr(C, a) is defined, and
eC,a = hTeC,a , a, {C}i where TeC,a = {C 0 ∈ C | C 0 ⊆
Regr(C, a)}. It is straightforward to verify that dB
HC is inC
deed equivalent to the recursive definition of h . Observe
that HC also satisfies Definition 3. Consider any transition
hs, a, ti ∈ T , and any conjunction satisfied in t, Ct ∈ ρC (t).
Clearly, Regr(Ct , a) must be defined and Regr(Ct , a) ⊆ s.
By the construction of HC , there is an edge eCt ,a ∈ E labeled with a and whose tail contains exactly the atomic conjunctions satisfied in Regr(Ct , a). Thus TeCt ,a ⊆ ρC (s).
Theorem 3 For every task Π, and set of atomic conjunctions C, one can construct a B-interpretation H of ρC in
C
polynomial time such that hB
ρC [H] ≥ h .
This result immediately carries over to the comparison to
additive critical-path heuristics (Haslum, Bonet, and Geffner
2005; Helmert and Domshlak 2009), i. e., is orthogonal to
the application of cost-partitionings.
The definition of HC above is loosely related to the Πm compilation (Haslum 2009). The Πm compilation explicitly
encodes the satisfaction of atomic conjunctions C via new
state variables πC . To determine the satisfaction of C, Πm
introduces copies of actions af augmenting the precondition of a by additional context information, sets of facts f ,
very similar to the construction of HC ’s hyperedges. The
Πm compilation differs from the HC construction in that we
consider arbitrary conjunctions. Moreover, Πm introduces
an action copy af for every action a and set of facts f of
size of at most m−1, but sets true πC for all conjunctions
C guaranteed to be satisfied after the application of a in the
context of f . In contrast, HC considers individually the satisfaction of each C by a via separate hyperedges eC,a .
B-hyperabstractions generalize critical-path heuristics in
two aspects: (1) they natively support more complex abstract

states; (2) critical-path heuristics represent only one particular instantiation of the associated hyperabstraction. How to
exploit (1) will be the topic of an upcoming section. Regarding (2), Theorem 1 already indicates that HC might not
be the optimal B-interpretation for ρC . In fact, under particular circumstances, it is possible to consider different Binterpretations, leading to higher heuristic estimates, while
still staying within the polynomial (in |C|) size bound. For
instance, assume there are actions that affect variables without imposing preconditions on them. Such variables will be
left unspecified in every regression over this action. Hence,
conjunctions that contain assignments to these variables will
never be part of the tails of the hyperedges generated for this
action. To avoid this shortcoming, one can generate multiple
hyperedges for an atomic conjunction action pair, instead of
just a single one. Then in each of those hyperedges, one can
augment the regression with an additional context, allowing
to include more atomic conjunctions in the tails of the hyperedges, and thus may lead to higher heuristic estimates.
Theorem 4 There exist Π, C, and B-interpretations H of ρC
C
where |H| is polynomially bounded in |C| but hB
ρC [H] > h .
The idea above is similar to context-splitting (Röger,
Pommerening, and Helmert 2014). The latter is a technique
that, given a propositional formula φ over facts and an action
a, constructs a new task where a is split into two actions that
are identical to a but one having the precondition pre a ∧ φ
and the other one pre a ∧ ¬φ. This split can be helpful to
derive (admissible) additive heuristics, e. g., in the construction of cost partitionings the costs of both splits can be distributed independently to different heuristics. However, in
contrast to context-splitting, hyperabstraction interpretations
allow to split hyperedges much more specifically, independently of other hyperedges of the same action. Moreover,
and much more crucially, hyperedges can be split over nondisjoint contexts. In the example in Figure 1, the two dashed
hyperedges are not mutually exclusive: both are simultaneously representing the application of enter to the initial state.

Abstractions
Let α : S 7→ S α be any abstraction, and Θα be its induced abstract state space. Labeled transition systems can
be seen as a special case of labeled hypergraphs whose
hyperedges have heads and tails with size of exactly one,
i. e., satisfy the strict BF-hypergraph criterion. This has
two immediate consequences: (1) Θα satisfies Definitions 2
and 3, by construction. (2) For strict BF-hypergraphs the
forward distance dF ({n}, N 0 ) boils down to the minimal graph distance from n to any n0 ∈ N 0 . Therefore,
α
F
α
∗
α
hF
α [Θ ](s) = dΘα ({α(s)}, SG ) = hΘα (α(s)) = h (s),
i. e., abstraction heuristics can be interpreted directly as Fhyperabstraction heuristics. Moreover, in the construction
of any F-interpretation H of α, there are exactly two possible hyperedges to represent any transition hs, a, ti ∈ T :
either h{α(s)}, a, {α(t)}i or h{α(s)}, a, ∅i. The former is
selected by Θα , and clearly carries more information than
α
the latter, i. e., hα = hF∗
α . However, although Θ being
α
a B-interpretation of α, h is in general not equivalent to

α
B
0
hB
α [Θ ]. In strict BF-hypergraphs, d ({n}, N ) gives the
maximum of the minimal graph distances from n to any
n0 ∈ N 0 . To account for that, hB considers in N 0 only
those abstract concepts representing all goal states. In case
α
α
of the abstraction α, this means that hB
α [Θ ] = h only if (*)
α
B α
|SGα | = 1, but hB
[Θ
](s)
=
d
Θ
({α(s)},
∅)
=
0 ≤ hα if
α
H
α maps any two goal states to different abstract states. Note
that (*) necessarily holds for tasks in transition normal form
(TNF) (Pommerening and Helmert 2015).
Single abstractions hence constitute trivial instantiations
of our concepts of F-hyperabstraction heuristics, and under certain circumstances also B-hyperabstraction heuristics. The converse is however not true. Helmert et al. (2014)
have shown planning tasks where the critical-path heuristic
h2 is perfect, but, unless P = NP, it is not possible to construct any M&S abstraction α with hα = h∗ in polynomial
time. Given the observations from the previous section, this
results directly carries over to B-hyperabstraction heuristics
in general. It turns out that the hypergraph characteristics are
actually not required to show this relation:

Theorem 5 There exist families of tasks Πn and polynomially size-bounded forward and backward hyperabstraction
F
B
B
∗
heuristics such that hF
ρF [H ] = hρB [H ] = h and both
F
B
H and H are BF-hypergraphs, but unless P = NP, it is
not possible to construct any M&S abstraction α such that
hα = h∗ in polynomial time.
Proof (sketch). The proof is based on a family of tasks representing CNF formulas. Given a formula φ, the corresponding task is designed so that states represent possible Boolean
variable assignments, h∗ (s) = 1 iff s does not satisfy the
formula, and h∗ (s) = 0 otherwise. Using this, the evaluation
of φ can be encoded as F and B hyperabstraction heuristics,
even restricted to BF-hypergraphs. However, if it were possible to construct a M&S abstraction α such that hα = h∗ ,
for arbitrary φ, in time polynomial in the size of φ, then we
could solve SAT for any CNF formula in polynomial time
through an inspection of α.
Note that even though this claim considers only M&S abstractions, it also applies to less general cases like PDBs.
So far, we have seen that hyperabstractions are strictly
more powerful than single abstractions, even restricted to
BF-hypergraphs, and thus without making use of the possibility to define actual hyperedges. We next show that
single hyperabstractions also dominate the combination of
collections of abstractions. Unfortunately, we cannot report any result for the other direction, i. e., it remains
unclear whether a single hyperabstraction can be always
compiled into an equivalent collection of abstractions, in
polynomial time. Let α1 , . . . , αn be any set of abstractions. Consider the hyperabstraction whose abstract concepts P are given by the union of all S αi , combining all the abstraction functions into the single hyperabstraction function: ρ(s) = {α1 (s), . . . , αn (s)}. Consider the BF-hypergraph H, given by the union of all induced abstract state spaces Θα1 , . . . , Θαn . H satisfies Definitions 2 and 3 similarly to the single abstraction case.

Moreover, since abstract states of different abstractions are
not connected, the forward distance in H from any abstract state to the abstract goal states remains the same
as in the abstract state’sS corresponding abstraction, i. e.,
αi
αi
F
αi
it holds that dF
SGαi ), and
H ({s }, i SG ) = dH ({s },S
αi
F
therefore hF
ρ [H](s) = dH ({α1 (s), . . . , αn (s)}, i SG ) =
αi
F
αi
max1≤i≤n dH ({αi (s)}, SG ) = max1≤i≤n h (s).
In the construction of H, we still did not make use of the
expressiveness of hypergraphs. The consideration of hypergraphs instead of simple transition systems allows drawing
connections between the different abstractions. Consider for
example two projections, one on variable v, one on u. If
there is an action that modifies both v and u, then every hyperedge labeled by this action can be extended by connections to states in both projections. Moreover, adding more
abstract states to the tail (in the B case) and to the head (in
the F case), can never cause a decrease in distance. Thus
adding such connections can only be beneficial for the resulting heuristic. In other words, hyperabstractions can be
seen as a new method to admissibly combine a set of abstractions, which dominates just taking the maximum:
Theorem 6 Let α1 , . . . , αn be any abstractions. Consider
ρ as described in the text. One can always construct an
F-interpretation H of ρ in time polynomial in the size of
αi
Θα1 , . . . , Θαn such that hF
ρ,H ≥ max1≤i≤n h . There are
cases where this dominance holds strictly. If Π is in TNF, the
same holds for backward hyperabstraction heuristics.
This result applies to the additive combination of abstractions as well. In particular, given any set of abstraction
heuristics that are additively combined via a cost partitioning c, Theorem 6 can easily be extended to show the existence of a single hyperabstraction heuristic that, under the
application of the same c, dominates the additive ensemble:
Corollary 1 For every ensemble of abstractions
α1 , . . . , αn , a single F-hyperabstraction heuristic hF
ρ [H]
can be constructed in polynomial time (in the size of the
abstract state space) such that it holds, for every cost
partitioning c, that hF
ρ [H]JcK ≥ hα1 ,...,αn JcK. If Π is in
TNF, the same holds for B hyperabstraction heuristics.

Optimal Cost Partitioning
Plugging multiple cost functions into a single hyperabstraction heuristic provides a very powerful formalism able to
dominate arbitrary additive ensembles of abstraction heuristics as well as the application of cost partitionings to criticalpath heuristics. This raises the question of whether we can
do anything more with additive hyperabstractions. To answer this question to at least some extent, we next show that
in contrast to additive abstractions, it is hard to compute the
optimal cost partitioning for hyperabstraction heuristics. The
proof works via a detour to the critical-path heuristic h1 :
Theorem 7 Optimal cost partitioning for h1 is NP-hard.
Since critical-path heuristics can be seen as particular Binterpretations of a hyperabstraction, this result immediately

carries over to backward hyperabstraction heuristics. Moreover, due to the symmetric nature of the definitions of B- and
F-hyperabstraction heuristics, it is not difficult to extend the
proof for h1 to work also for F-interpretations. We obtain:
Corollary 2 Optimal cost partitioning for hyperabstraction
heuristics in general is NP-hard.

Practical Construction of Hyperabstractions
Hyperabstraction heuristics consist of two components: (1)
the hyperabstraction function ρ, and (2) an interpretation of
ρ as a hypergraph. Regarding (1), given the vast literature in
the automatic construction of abstraction heuristics in classical planning, it is natural to define ρ as the union of abstraction functions α1 , . . . , αk . Each individual abstraction
αi can for example be a PDB, Cartesian, or M&S abstraction. The considered abstractions do not have to be of the
same type,Sthough. The set of abstract concepts are given
by P = i∈[1,k] S αi . Each state s is mapped to its corresponding abstract state in each abstraction, i. e., ρ(s) :=
{α1 (s), . . . , αk (s)}.
Regarding (2), we next show a generic method to generate
B-hyperedges so to obtain different B-interpretations for ρ.
The construction of F-interpretations is omitted for the sake
of brevity, but works analogously. To provide a unified algorithm that supports all the different abstraction variants, we
treat abstract states as the equivalence relations they induce.
The algorithm operates directly on these sets of states. In an
actual implementation, these sets can of course not be enumerated explicitly, each abstract state possibly representing
an exponential number of real states. However, the specific
operations used by the algorithm can be implemented efficiently for various kinds of abstractions (particularly Cartesian and PDBs), taking into account the concrete structure
and representation of abstract states. For computing the tail
of the B-hyperedges, a notion for the regression of sets of
states is required. Let T ⊆ S be any set of states, and
a ∈ A be any action. We define the regression of T over
a as Regr(T, a) = {s ∈ S | hs, a, ti ∈ T , t ∈ T }.
Consider any action a ∈ A. We next describe the method,
Algorithm 1, to generate the B-hyperedges for this action.
To satisfy Definition 3, we must add, for every abstract state
tαi ∈ P where Regr([tαi ], a) 6= ∅, at least one representative hyperedge e = hTe , a, {tαi }i. Different interpretations
may be constructed differing in how many such edges e to
consider. There are two extremes:
(i) A single hyperedge that represents all transitions into
any state in [tαi ]. In this case, Te = {sα ∈ P |
Regr([tαi ], a) ⊆ [sα ]} includes the maximal number of
abstract states, satisfying Definition 3.
(ii) One hyperedge for every concrete transition into any state
in [tαi ], i. e., for every state s ∈ Regr([tαi ], a), the hyperedge es,a,tαi with tail Tes,a,tαi = ρ(s).
(i) gives the simplest “reasonable” choice of a Binterpretation of ρ, yet pays this simplicity through possible
information loss. The red part in Figure 1 shows an example.

To trade-off between heuristic accuracy and computational cost, Algorithm 1 allows to interpolate between the
two extremes by means of the methods SelectSplit and
SelectOthers, both choosing a subset of the input abstractions. The abstractions given by SelectSplit are
used to determine transitions for which to generate separate hyperedges as in (ii). To do so, the hyperedges are built
so that each e ∈ E(tαi , a) contains SX ⊆ Te for some
choice SX of abstract states for all abstractions selected by
SelectSplit. Each e is supposed to cover only those
transitions sJaK ∈ [tαi ] where s is jointly represented by all
abstract states in SX . To ensure that Definition 3 is satisfied,
Algorithm 1 computes the collection E(tαi , a) in an exhaustive manner, considering, and possibly creating a Q
hyperedge,
for every combination of abstract states SX ∈ α∈X S α .
For the remaining abstractions α 6∈ X, in order to preserve
that every generated hyperedge e with set SX indeed covers all applications sJaK relevant to SX , we may include in
the tail of e an abstract state sα ∈ S α only if sα represents
all the states s with such transition (line 10). The method
SelectOthers determines the abstractions for which to
do this analysis, and thus which abstractions to take into account in the computation of the tails in addition to X.
Table 1 shows three particular choices of SelectSplit
and SelectOthers, resulting in: (a) the critical-path
heuristic hm , considering as abstractions the projections
onto all variable subsets of size up to m; (b) the maximum over multiple abstractions, and (c) a new combination,
which guarantees to dominate both of them.

SelectSplit
∅
{αi }
{αi }

SelectOthers
{α1 , . . . , αk }
∅
{α1 , . . . , αk }

Table 1: Different instantiations of Algorithm 1.

Experiments
Given the extensive research on the construction of state-ofthe-art abstractions and critical-path heuristics, e. g., (Seipp
and Helmert 2018; Helmert et al. 2014; Franco et al. 2017;
Steinmetz and Hoffmann 2017), we do not expect to beat
those configurations. The goal of our evaluation is to verify whether the theoretical dominance results also show in
practice. For that, we investigate whether applying the hyperabstraction construction on top of a set of abstractions
is more informative than taking their maximum. Our implementation is in Fast Downward (Helmert 2006). We are using all IPC STRIPS benchmarks of the optimal tracks. The
experiments were performed on a cluster of Intel E5-2660
machines running at 2.20 GHz, restricting CPU time to 30
minutes and memory to 4 GB. We use PDB (m): pattern
databases of size up to m ∈ {1, 2, 3}; as well as Cartesian
abstractions constructed via the CEGAR approach (Seipp
and Helmert 2018) as seed abstractions. The hyperabstraction interpretations are computed using Algorithm 1 with the
parameters as shown in Table 1(c).
∞

∞

108

Time HF {PDB2 } (s)

On the contrary, (ii) provides the most informative hypergraph possible, but the number of hyperedges is worst-case
exponential in the number of abstract states.

(a) hm
(b) maxj∈[1,k] hαj
(c) combination

Expansions HF {PDB2 }

Algorithm 1: Generic algorithm for generating all
B-hyperedges with head tαi ∈ S αi ⊆ P, and action
a ∈ A. To obtain F-interpretations, the regression
operation must be substituted by progression, and the
head and the tail of the hyperedges must be swapped.
Input: Abstractions α1 , . . . , αk ,
abstract state tαi ∈ S αi , action a ∈ A
Output: B-hyperedges E(tαi , a)
α
1 X ← SelectSplit({α1 , . . . , αk }, t i , a) ;
α
2 Y ← SelectOthers({α1 , . . . , αk }, t i , a) ;
α
3 E(t i , a) ← ∅ ;
4 if X = ∅ then
5
Te ← {sα ∈ S α | α ∈ Y, Regr([tαi ], a) ⊆ [sα ]};
6
E(tα , a) ← Q
{hTe , a, {tαi }i}
α
7 foreach SX ∈
α∈X S doT
8
Sctxt ← Regr([tαi ], a) ∩ sα ∈SX [sα ] ;
9
if Sctxt 6= ∅ then
10
SY ← {sα ∈ S α | α ∈ Y, Sctxt ⊆ [sα ]} ;
11
Te ← SX ∪ SY ;
12
E(tα , a) ← E(tα , a) ∪ {hTe , a, {tα }i} ;
α
13 return E(t , a) ;
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Figure 2: Comparison of the F-hyperabstraction based on
PDB (2) versus taking their maximum in terms of expansions until the last f -layer and runtime.
Figure 2 compares the systematic PDBs of size 2 against
the F-interpretation of the corresponding hyperabstraction.
The F-interpretation of abstraction heuristics can provide
more informative estimates, reducing the number of expansions in some cases compared to taking the maximum
among them. This result can be expected to carry over to
the additive scenario where the same cost-partitioning is
used for abstractions and hyperabstractions. Moreover, Finterpretations do not have a large overhead over abstraction
heuristics in evaluation time, though the comparison in total
time shows that the construction is more expensive.
Applying the hyperabstraction construction on the CEGAR abstractions did not have a considerable effect on
the heuristic accuracy, regardless of considering F- or Bhyperabstraction heuristics. An explanation is that the construction of the individual Cartesian abstractions focuses on
different parts of the planning task.

Conclusion
In this paper we introduced hyperabstractions, a new family
of heuristics that generalizes abstractions and critical-path
heuristics, dominating most admissible heuristics in the literature. Hyperabstractions map each state to a set of abstract
states. This is related to more general notions of abstractions used in model-checking, where the same state may
be mapped into multiple abstract predicates (Cousot and
Cousot 1977; Ball, Podelski, and Rajamani 2001). Previous multimapping abstractions for planning resulted in less
informed estimates than taking the maximum over several
abstraction heuristics (Pang and Holte 2011). We circumvent this by computing distances in an hypergraph instead,
ensuring that hyperabstractions dominate the corresponding
abstraction heuristics, sometimes strictly.
Hyperabstractions have potential for obtaining stronger
heuristics than previous families of heuristics, e.g., as a
novel method to combine different abstractions, or by explicitly reasoning about the hypergraphs underlying the
computation of critical-path heuristics. However, it is yet unknown how to exploit their full potential. Promising lines for
future research include finding automatic methods to derive
hyperabstractions (i.e., identifying cases where there may
be oportunities to combine abstractions via an hyperabstraction), and additive ensembles thereof.
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